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Abstract 
This paper provides a general history and description of open source software. In the construction of digital libraries, 
using OSS is a good way to take hold of the key software development technology, including the significant 
improvement on open source software systems, the integration of multiple open source software systems and the 
integration of open source software and other technologies, In the implementation of OSS, attention should be paid to 
aspects such as comparative study of license, the rule of license usage, the importance of standardization as well as 
ways of managing the legal risks. 
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1. Introduction 
A feature of the software world over the past years has been the rise of Open Source Software (OSS) 
including using and developing OSS-names like Google, eBay and Face book [1]. Now, such software is 
increasing being used in the library environment. Today’s libraries are faced with the challenges of 
integrating traditional and emerging formats, balancing resource allocation between traditional and 
upcoming technologies and building new information management processes and procedures [2]. The 
explosion of the web, the internet and information technology in general has provided huge opportunities 
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for those working in library and information professions in higher education. In this paper we provide 
useful information about software for educational institutions introducing digital library concepts. 
2.  Open source software 
Open source software (OSS) is computer software that has its underlying ‘source-code’ made available 
under a license. Open source first evolved during the 1970s with Richard Stallman, from MIT who coined 
the term “free software”. Richard, and others, were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the 
restrictions of proprietary software vendors, and the tendency for more and more necessary software to be 
proprietary (closed source) [3]. Proprietary or ‘closed’ software, owned by company or individual. Fig.1 
shows the software taxonomy. Commercial firms tend to restrict access to their source code in order to 
protect their intellectual property. Copies of the ‘binary’ are made public; the ‘source-code’ is not usually 
made public. Richard’s vision was twofold: encourage more software developers to make their source 
code “open”, and to create a completely open source software platform – based on the UNIX design and 
philosophy.  
Fig.1 A Software Taxonomy 
Open source software (OSS), where the source-code is released with the binary. Users and developers 
can be licensed to use and modify the code, and to distribute any improvements they make. However, the 
term ‘free’ was often misunderstood to mean ‘no cost’. Hence ‘open source software’ was coined as a less 
contentious and more’ business-friendly’ term. According to the Richard Stallman’s Free Software 
Foundation (FSF), ‘free’ should not be understood as “free-of-charge” but rather as the user’s freedom: 
• To run the program for any purpose. 
• To study how the program works and to adapt it to a specific need. 
• To redistribute copies of the original or of the modified program. 
• The freedom to improve the program and release your improvements to the public so that the whole 
community benefits. Access to the source code is a precondition for this (www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-
sw.html). 
The Open Source Initiative (OSI) is the steward of the Open Source Definition (OSD) and part of its 
function is to review and approve licences conforming to the OSD. Many different licences satisfy the 
OSD, but the types of obligations they impose can vary quite widely. The OSD has developed ten criteria 
to determine whether a licence for software is open source (see Fig2.). 
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1. Free redistribution: the software to be available for distribution without payment. 
2. Source code: the soft to be distributed with the source or well-publicized access to it. 
3. Derived works: the license must allow modifications and derived works, and must allow them to be 
distributed under the same terms as the license of the original software. 
4. Integrity of the author's source code: distribution of "patch files" used to recreate derived works to be 
permitted. 
5. No discrimination against persons or groups: the license must not discriminate against any person or 
group of persons.  
6. No discrimination against fields of endeavour: for example, it may not restrict the program from being 
used in a business, or from being used for genetic research. 
7. Distribution of license: the rights attached to the program must apply to all to whom the program is 
redistributed without the need for execution of an additional license by those parties. 
8. License must not be specific to a product: license rights must not depend on the software being 
distributed with the other specific software. 
9. License must not restrict other software: the license must not place restrictions on other software that is 
distributed along with the licensed software. 
10. License must be technology-neutral: No provision of the license may be predicated on any individual 
technology or style of interface. 
Fig.2 The Open Source Difinition  
3. Use of open source software in  digital libraries 
With OSS and proprietary software becoming increasingly interwoven. Major corporations such as 
IBM believe it enables them to make use of a worldwide community of developers to improve their 
products and services. Some industry commentators suggest that OSS will lead to a more competitive 
software industry. Currently over 67% of web-servers run open source software called Apache. The 
majority of websites and email systems run on OSS. Worldwide, around 30% of infrastructural computers 
run GNU/Linux, an open source operating system. Libraries are also, like most organizations, frequent 
users of open source software, though staff in libraries and other organizations may often be unaware of 
how many mainstream library services are delivered using OSS options.  
Nowadays, digital libraries provide an integrated set of services for capturing, cataloguing, storing, 
searching, protecting, and retrieving information, which provide a coherent organization and convenient 
access to typically large amounts of digital information. The OSS Library portal includes a number of 
library-related projects and some of these are detailed in Table.3. These range from simple scripts to 
produce statistics to integrated library systems to institutional repository software. Such as CDSware, 
developed by CERN; and Fedora, developed jointly by the University of Virginia and Cornell University, 
with funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Fedora - Flexible Extensible Digital Object and 
Repository Architecture – is an open-source digital object repository management system that 
“demonstrates how distributed digital library architecture can be deployed using web-based technologies, 
including XML and Web services [4]. This article describes DSpace, E-Prints and Greenstone Digital 
Library Software which is all widely used OSS for digital libraries.  
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Table.3 The OSS Library Portal 
Name URL Type of project 
Uportal www.jasig.org The open source enterprise portal framework 
GridSphere  www.gridsphere.org The open-source portlet based Web portal 
My Library – A Digital Library Framework and Toolkit 
iVai – Based Web Digital Library portal 
DSpace www.dspace.org Digital library software 
E Prints www.eprints.org Digital library software 
CDS invenio  http://invenio-software.org/ integrated library systems 
Greenstone www.greenstone.org Digital library software 
Apache www.apache.org Web server 
PHP www.php.net OS programming tool 
Linux www.linux.org Unix operating system 
My SQL www.mysql.org Database 
Mozilla www.mozilla.org Web browser 
GIMP www.gimp.org OS image manipulation software 
GNOME www.gnome.org Unix desktop environment 
3.1. Greenstone 
Greenstone is a suite of software for building and distributing digital library collections. It provides a 
new way of organizing information and publishing it on the Internet or on CD-ROM. Greenstone is 
produced by the New Zealand Digital Library Project at the University of Waikato in the early 2000s, and 
provides a suite of open source software for building and distributing digital library collections. 
Greenstone is now developed and distributed in co-operation with UNESCO and the Human Info non-
governmental organization. It is open-source, multilingual software, issued under the terms of the GNU 
(General Public License). The Greenstone Digital Library runs under UNIX and Windows and aims to 
provide for ease of use as users can create files using varying formats, e.g. PDF, Postscript, MS-word or 
ftp. There are six stages in developing a digital library using GSDL: 
(1) Collect information. 
(2) Describe the data. 
(3) Configure the collection. 
(4) Build the collection. 
(5) View the collection 
(6) Working with exiting collection 
Greenstone constructs full-text indexes from the document text, and from metadata elements such as 
title and author. Indexes can be searched for particular words, Boolean combinations, or phrases and 
results are ranked by relevance or sorted by a metadata element. There are several ways for user to find 
information, although they differ between collections depending on the metadata available and the 
collection design.  The system is widely used internationally- the first few responses to a call on the 
Greenstone mailing list for testers for a new version of the software came from India, Pakistan, USA, 
Australia, Indonesia, The Netherlands and Canada. Nowadays, Greenstone 3 is a complete redesign and 
re-implementation of the original Greenstone digital library software and incorporates all the features of 
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the existing system, and is backward compatible, that is, it can build and run existing collections without 
modification. Written in Java, it is structured as a network of independent modules that communicate 
using XML. A number of examples of libraries around the world that have implemented GSDL are 
provided on the website (www.greenstone.org); these include Human Rights in Argentina, Kyrgyz 
Republic National Library, Philippine Research, Education and Government Information Network and the 
Sudan Open Archive. 
3.2. E-Prints 
E-Prints is also an example of open source software for institutional repositories. It is managed and 
developed by the Electronics and Computer Science department at the University of Southampton and is 
freely available as open source software under the GNU General Public License (GPL). E-Prints was 
designed initially to create a pre-print institutional repository for scholarly research, but is now used for 
other material including reprints, technical reports, conference publications or other means of electronic 
communication. On its website (www.eprints.org) this OSS is described as “a flexible platform for 
building high quality, high value repositories. It is recognized as the easiest and fastest way to set up 
repositories of research literature, scientific data, student theses, and project reports, multimedia, teaching 
materials, scholarly collections, digitized records, exhibitions and performances”. E-Prints is written in 
Perl, require installation of the Apache web server and a number of Perl modules, and uses the MySQL 
database as a back-end. As with E-Prints, all of this additional software is open source and freely 
available. It was developed under GNU/Linux and is intended to run on any UNIX-like system. E-Prints 
has been installed and is running in over two hundred repository systems worldwide. Most repositories 
hold only electronic publications, but a number have been developed specifically to support research 
output. These include the Southampton Crystal Structure Report Archive, the National Aerospace 
Laboratories Institutional Repository, and the IUBio Software Archive. Simpson describes the use of the 
E-Prints software for the institutional repository at the University of Southampton. 
3.3. DSpace 
DSpace is another- most popular open source application for digital library system designed to capture, 
store, index, preserve, and redistributes the intellectual output of a university’s research faculty in digital 
formats. It was developed jointly by Hewlett Packard (HP) Laboratories and Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology libraries. DSpace is an OAI-compliant application that can be downloaded from the DSpace 
Web site under the BSD open source license. Like E-Prints repositories, DSpace repositories can be used 
for archiving both eprints and other digital data; however, DSpace places an emphasis on preservation of 
all types of digital information, including Journal papers, Electronic theses, Reports, Conference posters, 
Videos, Images. The DSpace architecture consists of three layers: application layer; business layer; 
storage layer. The application layer covers the interface to the systems, the web and user and interface and 
batch loader, in particular. The business layer contains the DSpace specific functionality, workflow, 
content management, administration, and search and browse modules. The storage layer is implemented 
using the relational database management system Postgre SQL. Each module has a well-documented API 
and all original code is in the Java programming language. Other pieces of the technology include a web 
server and Java servlet engine, Jena (an RDF toolkit from HP labs), OAICat (from OCLC). The system is 
available on Source Forge, linked from both the DSpace informational website and the HP labs site. 
4. OSS Software Licences Issues 
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4.1.  OSS and Software Security 
To increase the reliability and security of code, OSS depends directly on the programmer’s 
competence, experience and professional methodology such as peer review, testing, quality audits, alpha 
and beta versioning etc [5]. However, for the library’ security enforcement, high-quality expertise is 
scarce and may often have to be developed to adequately cope with the increased responsibilities that 
OSS-based systems will require. Access to source code can also be an advantage to an attacker who can 
try to develop more elaborate attacks on the open source code. For example by malicious developers who 
could install backdoors or other undesirable functionalities may result in massive data losses in library. 
4.2. OSS and Software Licences 
Most countries’ copyright laws have for a generation or more protected computer programs by 
subsuming them under the class of literary works for copyright purposes. As such, the holder of copyright 
in original software has the exclusive rights include to reproduce the copyrighted work and prepare 
derivative works based on it. Nowadays, Open Source Software (OSS) scope is set to increase. There are 
many different types of OSS licences. However, it coupled with a lack of settled case law and rapidly 
developing market practice, so libraries should also consider their procurement operations to make sure 
they have effective ways of verifying that code they buy or license in does not contain unexpected OSS 
and other necessary contractual cover. 
5.  Conclusion 
The development of OSS in digital library should obey the basic idea which is openness, collaboration 
and development. Open source dose not mean save an institution the large amount of money and the real 
costs in the OSS’s application involve liences fee, development fee and maintenance fee. However, one 
of the biggest advantages of the open source model is that all users of the product have the potential to 
contribute to its development, so long as the required open source talents exist on staff. 
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